
Welcome to the 

 

“Relax, don’t worry, have a homebrew!” 

- Chris’s Uncle 



BEER LIST 
 

Petaluma Brown Ale is homage to a hoppy brown ale made by a 

certain commercial brewery in Petaluma, California. Hops used were 

Cascade, Liberty, Nugget, and Willamette. 

 OG: 1.080 ABV: ~9.2 IBU: 50 

 

Z/C P/A is a strong American Pale ale featuring Zythos and Columbus hops. 

As bold as it is approachable, this beer is the proud product of one of the club’s 

newer brewers. Their first all-grain batch, I believe. 
 OG: 1.066 ABV: 6.5 IBU: 60 

 

Ruby Mild is fashioned after/inspired by Yorkshire's Rudgate Dark Ruby 

Mild.  A rich, nutty classic English mild with perhaps a bit more bitterness than 

style using American NW hops. 
 OG: 1.044 ABV: 4.2 IBU: 35 

 

Mildly Rye-ish is an English-style mild with 1/3 rye in the grain bill. It 

features Fuggle & Challenger hops. 

 OG: 1.040 ABV: 4 IBU: 22 

 

Russian Imperial Stout is the granddaddy of stouts. This one has a 

unique flavor to it that makes it distinct even in a category known for 

distinguished flavors. 

 OG: HIGH ABV: UP THERE IBU: ? 

 

Golden Best Bitter inspired by Darkstar's Hophead - this is a very hop 

forward BB..  Style wise - it has the color and OSG/ABV of a GBB --- but with 2 

to 3 times the IBUs. Using all pale malt w/a touch of Dextrine malt - this beer is 

hopped using an experimental hop bursting technique in which ~2 ounces Simcoe 

were added w/5 minutes of boil to go and ~4 ounces of Citra pellets were added 

into the wort at flame out and circulated/stirred for 30 minutes prior to chilling. 
 OG: 1.042 ABV: 3.9 IBU: 73 



BEER LIST 
(Part deux) 

 

Cask Lager is a recreation of a 1934 draught lager from the UK. A 

50–50 blend of UK pale malts and a German pilsner malt and Czech 

Saaz hops.  

 OG: 1.047 ABV: 4.5 IBU: 32 

 

 
House Cream Ale This light and refreshing beer makes a regular 

appearance on tap at the brewer’s home. 

 OG: 1.058 ABV: 6 IBU: 19 

 

May Day! Mild A variety of delicately balanced malts combine with 

English hops and a warm fermentation to push this beer to the 

boundaries of the style. Subtle and refined, yet dark, malty, sweet, 

and slightly fruity with a pleasant hop character. 

 OG: 1.038 ABV:  4.5 IBU: 22 

 

Defiance Session IPA is a solid burst of hops without the usual 

alcohol drag to fuel an evening. Light, hoppy, not to be missed. 

 OG: 1.045 ABV: 4.2 IBU:  60 

 

 

Celebration is an ordinary bitter brewed  

in honor of this little girl  

It is a beer meant to be enjoyed over the long 

hours spent at your local while hiding from the 

responsibility that she represents. Dry-hopped 

up the whazizzle with Fuggles. 

 OG: 1.032 ABV: 3.2 IBU: 20 
 



 

 

Many thanks to the 

dedicated home-brewers 

in your local club 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


